G ui bert d el Ma rm o l

Global Inspiration &
Noble Purpose Institute

From San Francisco to Mumbai, from the Amazon
forest to the European countryside, I live with entrepreneurs who change the world and reconcile
the notions of economy, ecology and sense. For over
15 years I directed various service companies operating in Europe and also in the US. At the age of
thirty, as a young business leader, a work burn-out
dragged me to a hospital bed where I suffered from
a very severe condition. Rather than killing me, this
test marked the start of a new life, profoundly influencing my life as a man, leading businessman and entrepreneur. This experience altered my concept of
the world and, furthermore, enabled me to acquire
a very particular experience in the field of interactions between “body and spirit”. Since 2006, I helps
CEO’s, executive boards, shareholders and family
offices to develop a conscious capitalism based on
the principles of shared values and noble purpose.
I also co-manage the Lunt Foundation that supports
social entrepreneurship. Living in Brussels, I’m ac-

tive in Europe, in Asia and in the US. I published two
books dealing with individual and collective resilience. Nature is my inspirator, innovation my motor
and life my passion.
My 10 words : harmony, serenity, holism, biomimicry,
regenerative, next generation, oneness, soul, wisdom
& consciousness
My values : respect, openness, transparency, joy,
simplicity

My pledge to Mankind, Society &
the World.
Why do I do what I do?
Our world is at a crossroad, facing huge challenges
but also opportunities. I do believe that in this very
moment companies and their “servant” leaders can
be agents of change, solving world’s problem, creating
value for all and becoming a force for good.

How do I want to help?
What expertise do I bring?
I’m a perspectivist and a « ferryman », helping leaders
to define a new destination and to head to it. I work
as a mentor, author and speaker specializing in the
field of “regenerating” economy and Inspired/Inspiring
leadership. My approach merges ancient wisdoms and
modern technologies.

What have I realized so far?
I’ve worked with a lot of different organizations. What
gave me the most joy has been to turn many of these
clients into real friends, all around the world. Everywhere I go, I feel home thanks to this incredible community of agents of change serving the world. I my craziest
dreams I never imagined to join one day a group of such
intelligent and loving people.
Today, as a former leading businessman I work as a
mentor, author and speaker specializing in the field of
“regenerating economy”.
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EDUCATION
Degree in Business Management

French (mother tongue)
English (fluent)
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Tomber plus haut http://www.guibertdelmarmol.com/auteur/
Sans plus attendre www.sansplusattendre.org

Fellow of the Louvain School of Management
Co-founder of the Lunt Foundation
Member of the TED community and Tedx speaker
Independent board member in various companies and organizations
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